


DATA STRUCTURES USING ‘C’





 Stack: what is it?
 ADT
 Applications
 Implementation(s)



• Stores a set of elements in a particular order
• Stack principle: LAST  IN  FIRST  OUT
• = LIFO
• It means: the last element inserted is the first one to be removed
• Example

• Which is the first element to pick up?
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• Real life
– Pile of books
– Plate trays

• More applications related to computer 
science
– Program execution stack (read more from your 

text)
– Evaluating expressions



Stack  ADT



Stack  ADT (cont’d)



 Allocate an array of some size (pre-defined)
◦ Maximum N elements in stack

 Bottom stack element stored at element 0
 last index in the array is the top
 Increment top when one element is pushed, 

decrement after pop



Stack  Implementation: 
CreateS, isEmpty, isFull
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List-based Stack 
Implementation: Push



Pop



 push O(?)
 pop          O(?)
 isEmpty O(?)
 isFull O(?)

 What if top is stored at the beginning of the 
array?



 In the great temple of Brahma in Benares, on a 
brass plate under the dome that marks the center 
of the world, there are 64 disks of pure gold that 
the priests carry one at a time between these 
diamond needles according to Brahma's immutable 
law: No disk may be placed on a smaller disk. In 
the begging of the world all 64 disks formed the 
Tower of Brahma on one needle. Now, however, the 
process of transfer of the tower from one needle to 
another is in mid course. When the last disk is 
finally in place, once again forming the Tower of 
Brahma but on a different needle, then will come 
the end of the world and all will turn to dust. 



◦ GIVEN: three poles
◦ a set of discs on the first pole, discs of different sizes, 

the smallest discs at the top
◦ GOAL: move all the discs from the left pole to the right 

one. 
◦ CONDITIONS: only one disc may be moved at a time. 
◦ A disc can be placed either on an empty pole or on top 

of a larger disc. 



















void hanoi (int discs,
Stack fromPole, 
Stack toPole, 
Stack aux) {

Disc d;
if( discs >= 1) {

hanoi(discs-1, fromPole, aux, toPole);
d = fromPole.pop();
toPole.push(d);
hanoi(discs-1,aux, toPole, fromPole);

}



 Problem complexity 2n

 64 gold discs
 Given 1 move a second 

 600,000,000,000 years until the end of the world  


